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by guetumifi ( 1st.1. Field of the
Invention This invention relates to a
braid and particularly to a braid for

achieving effective thermal and
electrical insulation of an embedded

wound conductor. 2. Description of the
Prior Art Embedded wound conductor,
such as a cable including a conductor
embedded in an insulator, is known to
be designed so that the conductor is
electromagnetically shielded. This

electromagnetically shielded
conductor is referred to as a "shielded
conductor". The shielded conductor is
often referred to as a "built-in-shield".

The typical shielded conductor
includes an insulator with a conductor

embedded in the insulator along its
axial direction. In an assembled state,
the electric conductor is inserted into
the insulator so as to be embedded
with the insulator, in a manner that
the electric conductor faces toward

the exterior. The above-stated
shielded conductor is designed to
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make the shielded conductor meet
electrical connection with another

shielded conductor or metallic
conductor (referred to as an "in-line
conductor" in this specification). This
in-line conductor is usually embedded
in the shielded conductor in a position

adjacent to the electric conductor.
Therefore, when the shielded

conductor is to be connected to the in-
line conductor, the electric conductor

embedded in the shielded conductor is
often connected to the in-line

conductor through a conductive
member. In designing the shielded

conductor, there has been a need for
an effective thermal and electrical
insulation of the electric conductor,

the shielded conductor, the insulator,
and the like from the metallic

conductor. To this end, it is necessary
to provide, for example, adequate

insulation between the electric
conductor and the conductive member

and insulation between the shield
conductor and the conductive

member. Such insulation is designed
to meet insulation and compression

standards and requirements. While the
above-stated insulation generally

meets the insulation and compression
standards and requirements, it has

been difficult to design such an
insulation which meets all the

standards and requirements.More than
a dozen of Microsoft’s best-known
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